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Smoothly Run Senate
Elections a "Great Success"
BY JONATHAN HALL BACKE NSTOSE

Staff Writer

The Senate body is currently com
posed of 19 Senators and is led by the
SBA Executive Vice P resident. For the

longer section specific; the 2L and 3L
Full-Time divisions each have four Sena
tors and the 2L, 3L, and 4L Part-Time
divisions each
have one Senator.
There are two
Senators at Large,
one representing
all Full-Time stu
dents and one rep
resenting all PartTime students.
Additionally, there
is a Senator for the
LLM / SJD class.
N e w l y
elected Section 13
Senator Christo
pher Sharp noted
that the election in
his section was
low key and lim
ited to campaign
notices in Nota
Bene and short, in
section speeches.
Sharp found the
election was a

Student
Bar Association
("SBA") Senate
elections for 1L
and LLM/SJD
Senators were
held on Septem
ber 29 and 30 in
the lounge area.
Jason Stone, As
sistant Director
of the SBA Elec
tions Commit
tee, noted that
there was a lot of
student interest
and things went
very well.
The stu
dent Senate is
legislative body
within the SBA,
and it addresses
matters such as
recommenda
tions to the fac
great way to meet
ulty and admin
his
fellow
sectionmates.
istration
on
Denise NoeUStaff Photographer
Students
policy issues,
lLs
voted
for
some
SBA
senator
positions
twice
because
the
crowded
field
sought
to help
student con
made
it
impossible
for
just
one
student
to
garner
the
40%
of
the
votes
neces
conduct
it in a
cerns, financial
sary
to
win.
positive,
support
matters includ
ive, a nd fun man
ing funding of
student groups, programming ideas, first year class, each section is represented ner.
changes in the SBA bylaws, and amend- by its own Senator.
See ELECTIONS page 2
The upperclass Senators are no
ments to the SBA constitution.

Skye is Limit for International
Law Opportunities
and Comparative Legal Studies Susan L.
Karamanian introduced Justice and later
raved about the presentation and Justice's
On Thursday, September 30, GW work. "You can tell the personal com
students with interests in international mitment he made to the work while he
and human rights law attended a brown- did while he was there," she said.
Justice began his presentation by
bag lunch presentation given by 2L stu
dent Skye Justice. Justice talked about stating that "I am by no means an expert
his experience working with the Interna on international criminal law."
He then discussed the establishment
tional Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
("ICTR"). Justice, who studied abroad of the ICTR by United Nations Resolu
in Kenya and Tanzania as an undergradu tion 955. The UN Security Council or
ate student at Washington & Lee College, ganized the Tribunal for the prosecution
was introduced to the opportunities at the of persons responsible for the genocide
ICTR as a 1L during a similar presenta of the Rwandan Tutsis and other serious
tion given by Jared Fishman. Fishman, violations of international humanitarian
a recent graduate of GW, interned at the law during 1994. The Rwanda Tribunal
was modeled on the similar International
ICTR in the summer of 2003.
Associate Dean for International Criminal Tribunal for the Former YugoBY STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer

News
Light The Night - page 3
Cart Lady Appreciation
Day - page 5

r

slavia ("ICTY"). The ICTY addressed
the genocide and similar crimes against
humanity that took place in the former
Yugoslavia beginning in 1991. Although
the ICTR is modeled on the ICTY, the
ICTR is actually the first tribunal to pros
ecute genocide.
Justice described in detail the ad
ministrative organization of the ICTR,
which includes 16 permanent judges and
a series of ad litem judges. The court
rooms, or chambers, of the ICTR are situ
ated in Arusha, Tanzania, the site where
negotiations took place at the end of the
conflict. The ICTR and the ICTY share
appellate chambers, located both in Tan
zania and in The Hague.
The ICTR's location outside of

SeeJUSTICE page 4

Features

ADR
Competition
Attracts Over
200 Students
BY REBECCA PARKER

Staff Writer
After ten days of discussing the in
terests of Harold Eastern and Millie But
ler with (sometimes anonymous) part
ners, students were able to reach fiftyseven separate agreements.
No, it was not the most colossal fail
ure in client representation to ever hit the
halls of GW Law, but rather the Alterna
tive Dispute Resolution ("ADR") board's
annual negotiations competition, which
reached a successful conclusion after
three days of competition. Negotiations
Competition Chair Lindsay Tasher said
that ADR began planning the event in
early September. Tasher, along with As
sistant Chair Bianca Ennix and four ex
ecutive board members, recruited stu
dents in 1L classes, and held information
sessions throughout September. The re
sult: on October 2-3,226 students arrived
at the Law School suited up and ready to
compete for the thirty-two open spots on

the ADR board.

"We had so many incredible people

show up to compete," Tasher said. " I t
was hard having that many good people
and only being able to take a certain
amount."
Competitors worked in pairs and
each team received a packet containing
information about the client ten days
prior to the competition. The board gen
erally uses hypothetical questions from
past ABA regional competitions, ex
plained ADR Board President Valerie
Mirko.
After check-in (a little early so as to
avoid errant IMF protesters), competitors
reported to assigned rooms to commence
negotiations. Two judges from the ADR
board observed each round. Using guide
lines provided by the ABA, judges scored
several important negotiations criteria.
They also recorded open-ended com
ments for use in critique, said Mike
Gridley, one of this year's judges.
Evaluations focused on the team's
teamwork, preparedness, flexibility, rela
tionship with the opposing team, ethics,
and a self-analysis session following the
negotiation. Gridley emphasized the
importance of flexibility.
"A good negotiator knows the
client's interests, has an understanding of
the client's bottom lines," he said.
"The negotiator should be flexible
when the client can be flexible and in turn
be firm when the client needs him to be

See ADR page 3
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ELECTIONS from page

as a means of educating them as to just members.
the section to get acquainted with their
"I want to make sure that the lLs what the SBA is and [what it] can do for
For those 1Ls and LLMs who were candidates.
in general are well represented in the
us specifically as 1L evening students," interested in running for the Senate, there
The LLM / SJD and 1L classes
SBA," he stated. "Starting law school is
she noted.
were mandatory meetings in September, elect Senators in the Fall so these classes
a little stressful, but it should also be a
Stone noted that the interest in the several days before the filing deadline. can be represented in the Senate during
good time as much as possible."
Senate was strong with more than 20 in- The meetings covered guidelines, cam- the academic year. In the Spring semes
Carly Grey
ter, Senate elections are
decided to run for
held
for all classes who will
Senator at Large
to the law school in
return
because she feltthat
the
Fall.
Senators elected
her undergraduate
in
the
Spring
assume their
experience pre
duties
after
the
Spring elec
pared her well for
tion
and
serve
for a one
the position.
year
term.
"I just would
The election process
like to let people
requires
that the leading
know that I am
candidate
in a race achieve
open to their ideas
40%
of
the
votes to win. In
and concerns be
the
case
that
no candidate
cause I want to be
in
a
race
achieves
40%, a
sure to bring the en
runoff
election
is
con
tire day division's
ducted
between
the
top
two
voice to SBA," she
candidates
from
the
first
said.
election results.
Sam Jammal
In the first round of
indicated he was
elections
on the 29th, win
thankful for those
ners
were
determined in
who voted for him.
two
of
the
1L
sections. The
"I look for
other
1L
sections,
11, 13,
ward to guiding
and
14,
had
runoff
elec
Section 12 through
tions
on
the
30th.
the difficult waters
This year's first round
we will tread in this
elections were conducted
storm of work we
from 8:30 am to 8:00 pm
call our legal edu
and were conducted by pa
cation," he conper ballot. The extended
eluded.
dividuals running for the 6 Senate spots paign rules, and general information on voting hours were designed to ensure that
Laura Bourgeois commented that that were open for elections. He noted
the SBA.
all students, including evening students,
in her section, the election was less about that interest in serving on SBA commit
Every
candidate
was
required
to
had
the opportunity to participate.
who would win and more about getting tees was also high with over 90 applicant
s. submit candidate statements to Nota Bene.
Because this year's 1L evening sec
sectionmates involved and enthused.
Committee positions are appointed posi
tion and the LLM class elections both re"I tried to use the campaign forums tions, filled after interviews witV> STiA. In addition, Stone noted that most of the
sections had candidate forums to allow
See ELECTIONS page 6

The new Senators are:

Section 11 - Jackie Chan
Section 12 - Sam Jammal
Section 13 - Christopher Sharp
Section 14 - Neil Chilson
Section 21 - Laura Bourgeois
Full-Time Division Senator at
Large - Carly Grey
LLM/ SJD - Iain Duke-Richardet

WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!
The faculty/student Tenure and Promotions Committee is seeking student feedback on the profes
sors up for tenure and promotions review during the current academic year:

Peter Smith
Orin Kerr
Steven Schooner
Christopher Yukins
ase take a moment to let the committee know about your experiences with these professors. Comments will be
compiled and presented to the entire law school faculty.
PK

SEND AN EMAIL TO tschampers@law.gwu.edu WITH ANY FEEDBACK
YOU MIGHT HAVE.
In your email, please include:

* Your name
* Your year in law school
* What class/experience you had with the professor
* Any other information you think would be helpful to the committee
All emails must be received by Friday, Novemb er 5th.

Thank you!
Student Representatives

Tracy Schampers
aim s Aiorgan

Jennifer Best
Arlene Duffy

Jennifer Santos
Joseph Johnson

n
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ADR from page 1.
firm."
Though strategies for preparation
among competitors varied, a common)
goal involved attention to the wishes of
the client. Rick Lin, one of this year's
finalists, said his plan was to conform to
the needs of his client.
"Our strategy was to go with the
flow and take things as they came, [and]
not to contradict each other," Lin said.
"We made sure to stay on the same)
page. I think the key to good negotiation
is flexibility without losing track of the
final goal. There's no right way though,
you have to be creative in how you get)
there."
Lin and his partner, Sam Winoker,
were one of the four finalist teams. Thesei
top teams engaged in a new negotiation]
Thursday, October 7, to compete for two
spots in the regional competition GW

Alternative Dispute Resolution Board
Negotiation Competition
Results
Finalists:
Stanford Swinton and Daniel Stromberg
Rick Lin and Samuel Winokur
Winners (Continue on to Regionals):
Daniel Bennett and Marc Bohn
Vivian Basdekis and Peter Bazos

hosts in November.
Winoker and Lin planned to em
ploy the same strategy in the finals.
Other teams, however, say they
would do things a little differently. Part
ners Catherine Sanchez and Kate
Froelicher realized more effective prepa
ration tactics. "We focused on the issues
that were most important to the client,"
Froelicher said.
"But we learned that we should
have focused on the issues most impor
tant to a resolution."
"We learned the importance of es
tablishing a good strategy to make sure
you get through all the important points,"
Sanchez added.
"Even though this time [the nego
tiation] wasn't ideal, we know what
would be better in the future. It's learn
ing by trial and error."
Dave Marcinkus also felt that the

See ADR page 6

GW Team Lights the Night to Raise
Money for
Leukemia and Lymphoma Research
BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor
On Thursday, October 7, a team of
GW students and faculty participated in
The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society's
Light the Night fundraising walk for the

raise as much as we hoped, it was a suc
cess," she said following the event.
The team's total fell short of last
year's $3,340, but the total raised in the
greater Washington, D.C. area jumped

from $900,000 last fall to$1.2 million this

year.

k

commented Levin.
"Last year there were a lot of 3Ls
and so we had only two repeat students.
I just hope that the lLs had a positive
experience and felt good about -what they

Plaza at 13th Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue, where local sponsors provided
food, beverages, music and entertainment
for walkers of all ages, complete with face
pa\T\t\rv& axvd a.
g,teetv for YVve Vid&.

they will encourage other students to join

Capitol building and around the reflect-

helped to accomplish, and that next year

The GW team's numbers also grew, them. It's good to keep growing."
second year in a row. Co-captained by
Though only two professors particiup
to
approximately thirty from last year's
Professor Joan Schaffner and 3L Alison
Levin, the team
raised approxi
mately $2000 for
the fight against
blood cancers.
Due to the avail
ability of online
donations, pre
cise numbers
were not avail
able at press
time.
Schaffner
participated in
the fundraiser
two years ago by
herself, to sup
port research to
fight the disease
that took the life
of her father and
a close friend.
Last year, she or
ganized a GW
Team for the first
time with the
help of some 3L
students who
have since gradu
ated.
L e v i n ,
whose father also
suffers from leu
kemia, stepped
up to the chal
lenge of putting
together
this
year's effort after The Light the Night Team set off for the start of the walk with a goal in mind - r aise as much money
participating in possible and show solidarity with sufferers of blood cancers.
the walk last
fifteen or so participants. "I was super pated this year, many of those who could
year.
impressed
with the number of lLs, espe not be there donated to the cause.
"It's about raising money and rais
Participants gathered at Freedom
cially
from
Section 14, who showed up,"
ing awareness, and even though we didn't

The walk proceeded towards the

ing pools, finishing up again at Freedom
Plaza. Streets were closed to traffic to
accommo
date the walk
ers, who each
held a red bal
loon with a
flickering
light. Survi
vors of the
disease re
ceived white
balloons they were a
rare occur
rence in a sea
of red lights.
Numer
ous members
of the GW
team have
friends and
relatives di
rectly
af
fected by the
disease. "Be
sides being a
good cause,
for
many
people it was
very
per
sonal," noted
Levin.
"I just
want to thank
everyone
who came
and everyone
who donated
Denise Noel/Staff Photographer
to support
as
us." Though
she will be
graduating, Levin hopes that this recent
tradition will become an enduring one at
GW.

Page 4
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Rwanda (though there are some offices
in Kigali, Rwanda) is a controversial one.
At the time the Tribunal came into be
ing, "Rwanda wasn't viewed as being safe,
stable - they didn't feel that they could
get judges of the caliber that they wanted
to make up the tribunal to go to Rwanda,"
Justice explained. Also, "no attorneys
were currently living in Rwanda [since
they all] perished or fled the country."
The availability of more facilities in
Arusha was another consideration. Al
though easy to explain to a group of GW
students, Justice noted that explaining it
to the people of Rwanda that he met over
the summer was considerably more diffi
cult. "The ownership process is very hurt

tern of international criminal law which
really had never existed prior to the two
criminal tribunals." For that reason many
of his tasks last summer, such as writing
memos, were so difficult. "It's just like
[researching] domestic evidentiary is
sues," said Justice, but "instead of being
able to look to something concrete like
200 years of criminal law ... the number
of issues you hit upon that have not been
hit upon before is astounding."
Whenever this situation occurred,
Justice and a French-speaking intern
would team up. One would write a memo
on how common law systems treat the
issue, while the other would research how
the civil law systems addressed the same
problem. They would then merge the two

ful and their "courage was inspiring," said
Justice. He also noted that they "really,
really want to have reconciliation and
justice," which is why these judges have
agreed to tackle such an undertaking. In
reality, it may still be very dangerous,
since "the enemy is still out there."
Justice also shared what he learned
about the attorneys who defend the ac
cused. Approximately sixty people have
been accused of crimes under the juris
diction of the ICTR. The Tribunal has
already handed down seventeen judg
ments concerning twenty-three accused.
Twenty-five others are currently on trial,
and an additional twenty to thirty detain
ees are awaiting further action in the UN
detention facility in Arusha. Justice de-

on the amount of time that a defendant
could stall, and fairly set the time limits
based on how long the prosecution took
to prepare and bring its case to trial. Al
though Justice understands the need for
the defense attorneys to be separate from
the prosecution, he feels that the "system
would be very much improved if defen se
was incorporated into the system the
same way the prosecution is [so that the
two sides could] agree on the ground
rules."
Next summer, 3L Daniel Nadel,
who is pursuing both his J.D. and a Mas
ters from the Elliott School of Interna
tional Affairs, will follow in Justice and
Fishman's footsteps as the next GW rep
resentative at the ICTR. Nadel is very

•

2L Skye Justice continues the tradition of introducing fellow students to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
by not having it in Rwanda, but I see very
valid reasons outside that ownership for
having the ICTR elsewhere - a lot of it
comes down to money and feasibility."
As an intern, Justice worked on a
team of twelve: eight attorneys, two crime
analysts and two investigators. The team
members represented seven countries.
Justice worked directly with one senior
and one assistant trial attorney, whom he
described as "one of the most amazing
groups of people I have ever worked
with." The group focused mostly on in
ternational and comparative criminal pro
cedure and evidentiary issues.
Justice noted that the ICTR pros
ecution process is very slow because the
attorneys have to create "this whole sys-

memos. According to Justice, this kind
of memo would "tell their bosses what
we think the rules are and maybe... what
[they] ought to be, and then [the attor
neys] would take it to court."
To complete document review and
witness preparation assignments, Justice
was fortunate to be able to visit Rwanda
itself. He described it as "an amazingly
beautiful country [with] amazingly warm
people." While there, Justice felt very
emotional because "the spirit of 'never
again' is very much alive."
He had the opportunity to meet sev
eral Judges who are being trained for the
country's community court system that
will deal with lower level g enocide per
petrators. These people were very hope-

scribed these people as "big fish... most
of these are very key players." The de
fendants are entitled to choose their own
counsel, but if they are indigent, counsel
is appointed for them. The defense at
torneys are independent of the ICTR, but
are paid for by the UN.
Because most of the accused have
knowingly been involved in the mass
murder of their own people, the most
common defense strategy "attempts to
damage the credibility of the system."
Despite these attempts by the defense at
torneys to "slow things down and then
complain that their client was wrongfully
detained for ten years," Justice was "very
impressed by the approach that judges
took." They often imposed limitations

Denise Hoe\l Staff Photographer

excited about his upcoming trip to Tan
zania and cannot wait to see "interna
tional justice in action."
Additionally, 3L Jaspreet Saini is
presently working at the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugo
slavia ("ICTY"), the tribunal on which
the ICTR is based. As evidenced by the
mass murders currently taking place in
the Sudan, genocide is a persistent prob
lem that refuses to go away. It is there
fore very important that law students take
on the responsibility of aiding these in
ternational organizations.
The program was sponsored by the

See JUSTICE page 5
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SBA Celebrates "Cart Lady"
With Appreciation Day
The Cart Lady, as she is known to
the GWU Law School community, has
been a fixture outside the law school for
as long as any student, faculty, or staff
can remember. Whether a student is rush-

By CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD
Staff Writer
spend time with her mother and go to
temple on Saturdays.

SBA
Beat

ter, but t oo often go unrecognized.
Cart Lady Appreciation Day will
give students the opportunity to express
their thanks to Ngo by signing several
cards that will be available in the school

BY EMILY ALDRICH

Staff Writer
President Eric Koester got Septem
ber 28th's SBA meeting moving with an
enthusiastic start by addressing the muchmaligned wireless network concerns.
After a unanimous vote, the SBA
resolved to suggest jack installations
around the school so that everyone does
not have to completely rely on wireless
cards. The school is already addressing
the applet problems, and the network
should only continue to improve as time
goes on.
The programming committee an
nounced that the Halloween Party is
scheduled for Friday, October 29. As in
past years, it will be held at Polyester's.
The committee is working to have an
open bar throughout the night. Tickets
will cost between fifteen and twenty dol
lars.
The costume contest will make a re
turn appearance so get thinking about
yours now! The committee also hopes to
get ticket sales online, so students will be
able to charge tickets to a credit card as
opposed to paying with cash or check.
The Commencement committee
met with Dean Morrison to discuss a
speaker for graduation. Morrison ex
pressed that the administration's main
concern is not to surpass the speaker at
I

Vang Ngo is better known as the Law Shoot's beloved "Cart Lady."
On Wednesday, October 13, the lobby. SBA Public Relations Director
ing to class or hanging out on the quad,
the Cart Lady is a quick and cheap source Student Bar Association (SBA) is orga Jacob Hay, w ho is coordinating the ef
of hotdogs, pretzels, chips, snacks, and nizing a "Cart Lady Appreciation Day" fort, says that the cards will be presented
drinks. Open all day until early evening to recognize Ngo's contributions to en- to the cart lady with a gift of apprecia
tion from the SBA.
from Monday to Friday, the Cart
•
Cart Lady Appreciation Day
Lady remembers most of her regular
•
will also give students the chance to
customer's routine purchases and
Whether a student is rushing to
learn a little about the Cart Lady. It
greets them with her signature phrase,
class or hanging out on the quad, is the first of a series of appreciation
"happy, happy."
events planned by the SBA.
The Cart Lady, aka Vang Ngo,
the Cart Lady is a quick and
Creating an appreciation day
has run her cart near the law school
cheap source of hotdogs, pretzels, for familiar faces in the law school
for the past 13 years. For the last six
community is part of an overall efyears Matthew Kelly, the Africanchips, snacks, and drinks.
i
fort by the SBA to personalize those
American man who helps her man
who enrich the GW law school ex
age her sales, has served as her assis
perience. Th e SBA plans to hold simi
tant.
lar appreciation events for some of the
Fifty-six year old Ngo came to riching the law school experience.
According to SBA President Eric other unrecognized contributors to the
America from Vietnam thirteen years
ago. When not feeding hungry students Koester, who came up with the idea, the law school and is open to suggestions and
on the quad, she lives in Annandale, Vir appreciation day is a way for the student nominations from the law school com
ginia, with her eighty-eight year old body to recognize the people at the school munity.
mother. On the weekends, she likes to who make the law school experience bet-

JUSTICE from page 4.
International Rule of Law Center and
Amnesty International.
Dean
Karamanian explained that the Center's
principal goal is the training of lawyers
and judges from around the world. At
the law school, the Center offers speaker
series, brown-bag events, and conferences
on a semester-by-semester basis.
A.J. DeAses, President of the GW
Law chapter of Amnesty International,
explained Amnesty International's in
volvement in the program. "Genocide is
a huge issue right now," said DeAses.
Amnesty sponsors table days for
urgent actions on certain issues, asks stu
dents to sign letters to various govern
ments responding to violations in their
countries, and advocates on behalf of
prisoners of conscience.

The students in attendance at the
presentation, even those who were only
there for the free cookies and soda, were
very impressed >vith Justice's experience.
L.L.M. student Susan Notar thought the
presentation was great and noted that
"when the U.S. is not really looking so
good abroad, [Justice's] service as a dip
lomat . . . [is] b ringing a good image of
an American to another country."
Rebekah Matter, a 1L, came to the
program because she spent the summer
in Tanzania and is interested in pursu
ing an internship at the ICTR. Matter
was happy to "get confirmation that [Jus
tice] really enjoyed doing what he did."
Sonia Merzon, also a 1L, was fas
cinated by Justice's description of his
work. "Both the issues in general that

he described and the specific work that
he did there made me more interested
than I was before," said Merzon.
DeAses commented on the excep
tional attendance, noting there was "a lot
of interest [because] a lot of people were
wondering how they can get a job
abroad," said DeAses.
"Justice's presentation helped stu
dents realize that the opportunities
abroad are tangible, real, and important."
Dean Karamanian summed up the
program by complimenting the great
turnout. She said that she hopes to have
regular events like Justice's presentation
so that students can learn about the in
ternational law opportunities available to
them. Justice encouraged other students
to pursue similar opportunities.

Page 5
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The Commencement Committee

expressed it disagreement with the sug-

gestion of using an outstanding student
or faculty member at the Law School's
graduation, urging for someone from the
practicing legal community.
The Committee is also working to
plan events during commencement week
for the class of 2005. Students who have
ideas about a possible class gift are urged
to talk to their Senators and Commence
ment Committee members.
The Academic Support Committee
is in the process of putting together an
accessible way for students to get infor
mation about participating in outside
writing competitions. More information
will follow soon.
The Graduate Affairs Committee is
planning a bar review with other gradu
ate programs in the area, tentatively
scheduled for October 21. Social event
dates to keep in mind include: an event
following 1L midterms on Wednesday,
October 20; a joint bar review with
Georgetown Law School on October 14
at Dedalus; Barristers' Ball on February
4 or 5, 2005.
The next meeting will be held on
Monday, October 11.
"[The] process is fairly simple and
I would be willing to help anyone - to
guide you through it," he said.
Even though the international law
program at GW was recently ranked 8th
in the country by U.S. News & Wor ld Re
port, Justice simply felt that he could not
learn everything he needs to know while
in the United States.
"I learned an innumerable amount
that I not only couldn't learn here but was
desperately trying to figure out how I was
going to learn," said Justice.
He summed up his experience by
noting "it was a thrill" that he would
"highly recommend to anyone."

Page 6
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Faculty Profile

A DR from page 3.
experience would change his negotiation
tactics.
"We offered what we wanted, and
we should have offered less," he said.
"They had room to move; we put
ourselves in a bad position. There's a lot
of strategy to negotiating well, but there's
also a human element. You don't want
to offend the other people."
Tasher believes that this learning ex
perience is a great reason for lLs to enter
the competition. "Negotiations are a
natural thing to get your feet wet," she
said, noting that most other competitions
require at least some legal writing and re
search.
"It tests your ability to work with
someone and to communicate. Also, you
learn the preparation process; it's really
ideal for lLs to compete."
For those who missed the competi
tion or did not make the board, ADR also

offers a client counseling competition in
the spring. Client counseling has less
face-to-face interaction, since partners
question a "client" without the presence
of an adversarial party.
The board is also hoping to become
more involved with mediation and arbi
tration, two other hallmarks of alterna
tive dispute resolution. Mirko said the
Board plans to hold a small mediations
competition for board members this year,
in preparation for a school-wide compe
tition next year.
This year's negotiations competi
tion was a general success, for both ADR
members and competitors. "It's really
good to get these experiences," said new
board member Chris Sharp. "It's a lot
more practical lawyering than we do in
class. It's good practice for being in prac
tice."

ing target," she says. The fact that it is
constantly
changing makes the way of
Staff Writer
thinking more important than the facts
Although she may not be the first themselves. The skill is then to be able to
Schooner to teach at GW, Heidi apply the facts to the rules.
Teaching this art is what makes a
Mandanis Schooner has already made a
law
professor's
job so rewarding for
name for herself as a visiting professor.
Schooner:
"There
is no one way of ap
Referred to by her husband, Professor
Stephen Schooner, as the "nice Professor plying the facts to the rules ... I don't
Schooner," she has earned very positive think I would want to be a lecturer and
reviews from students in both of her just spout out facts."
Rather, she tries to challenge a
courses.
Nice is not necessarily the first word student's way of thinking. In so doing
that comes to mind when first year stu Schooner frequently finds that her stu
dents seek to describe their Contracts pro dents also challenge her, presenting new
fessor. But when asked about Schooner, arguments that she has not seen before,
one of her lLs said that she is tough, but or different perspectives that she did not
not mean. Schooner's congenial and consider.
Schooner's academic
genuine presence and her
scholarship focuses on the
easy-going smile can put a
regulation of financial institu
student at ease even after a
tions. She studies the enforce
tough line of questions.
ment power of bank regula
Schooner is visiting
tors and the modernization of
GW from the Catholic Uni
ELECTIONS from page 1.
the regulatory scheme.
with extended hours, no lines, and off versity of America, Colum
campus voting.
She is currently working
bus School of Law. At
It will also be more efficient, sav Catholic, she teaches courses
on a textbook on global bank
suited in winners in the first round, the ing paper, and giving faster results. Con in Contracts, Corporations,
ing, with Dr. Michael Taylor,
runoff elections were conducted from cerns about rigged elections and about Banking Law, and Regulation
a former academic currently
9:00 am to 5:00 pm on the 30th.
privacy are also being addressed. One of Financial Institutions. As
at the IMF. The book, cur
Heidi Sch ooner
It is possible that this past election idea is to have the system provide each a visiting professor, she has
rently
titled
"Global
will be the last at the law school in which voter with a confirmation number.
taught both Contracts and
Banking: Policies and Per
paper balloting will be used. The SBA
Each student's vote will then be Corporations at GW.
spectives," explores the foundations of
Elections Committee Director, Kate stored with his or her confirmation num
Schooner always knew she wanted bank regulation as an attempt to correct
Mullane, would like to change the elec ber instead of with any personal infor to teach. She also realized that to be a various market failures.
tions procedure over to a network-based mation. Under this system, should a stu great teacher, she would need experience
The work also comparatively exam
system for the Spring semester.
dent wish to verify his or her vote, the in the actual practice of law. Following ines how the U.S., U.K. and other E.U.
Mullane is a veteran of a similar portal will allow access by use of the con- her graduation from the Georgetown countries have approached bank
XJ niversity Law Center, Schooner worked
conversion at her undergraduate alma fvrmatiorv number.
regulation. It then emphasizes the interStone noted that the SBA Senate as an associate with a small firm in DC, national influences that
mater, the University of California at
Davis. Mullane hopes that the conver generally conducts its meetings after the where she focused on securities law and such as the Bank of International Settle
ments and the IMF have on domestic
sion to online voting will facilitate higher regular SBA meetings and that, as all stu construction contracts.
banking
law. In addition, Schooner also
After a year in private practice,
student participation in the process. dents are members of the SBA, they are
continues
to write articles on moderniz
Schooner moved to the Securities Ex
Online voting will be more convenient welcome to attend.
ing
the
structure
of the regulatory frame
change Commission. She worked with
work,
with
a
particular
focus on how the
the General Counsel's office of the SEC
structure
of
agencies
affects
consumer
for about 2 years. After the SEC, she
worked in-house for the First American protection laws.
Schooner views her time at GW as
Metro Corporation.
When asked why she decided to an opportunity to get a diversity of expe
work in-house with a bank, Schooner rience and perspective. There is also an
notes that she knew that she wanted to other obvious added benefit: she gets to
work in-house, not necessarily in bank spend more time with her husband.
ing. The in-house position happened to "Steve loves GWU and it's great to be
be something that she fell into. However, able to talk about the school, class and
this position inspired her passion for the students with him," she notes.
She has also likes to have a faculty
banking regulation.
"To say that I am passionate about member with whom she can discuss ideas
banking regulation sounds strange, but I about cases and classroom techniques.
am and I think that someone can be pas For Schooner, "it's great to have my hus
sionate about almost anything," notes band be that faculty member." Theyjoke
about how many of DC's first year Con
Schooner.
Throughout her time in private and tracts students they must be teaching in
public practice, Schooner remained com one family alone.
Schooner has been very impressed
mitted to her desire to teach. While prac
ticing, she served as an adjunct professor with the GW students. Coming to the
at Marymount University in Arlington, school she thought that the student body
teaching Business Law and Paralegal might be overly competitive and uncoop
Studies. She soon realized she wanted a erative with one another. But she has
more permanent teaching position. She found that students seem to have good
began her full-time teaching career as a perspective and do not let the experience
visiting professor at Suffolk University in overwhelm them: "The students come
Boston, Massachusetts, and was offered with some innate confidence; even in
a permanent position with Suffolk after their dark days they are optimistic that
her trial year. However, as her husband's they have it in them."
A master of many trades, Schoo
specialty practice is very focused on
ner
juggles
the concerns of her students
Washington, Schooner knew she wanted
and
professional
with a very busy family
to return to the DC area. After search
life
as
the
mother
of two young boys:
ing for a job here, she ultimately joined
eight-year-old
Thor
and four-year-old
the faculty at Catholic University.
John.
She
lights
up
when
she talks about
Schooner loves teaching. She loves
her
family.
The
walls
of
her office are
the interaction with students and enjoys
covered
in
her
sons'
artwork.
And per
the challenge of helping someone learn
haps
another
Professor
Schooner
is wait
something difficult. She believes that
ing
just
around
the
corner.
Schooner
reteaching law is teaching an art and not a
This may be the last year for paper bolloting at the Law
science. The law "is a constantly mov
See FACULTY page 10
School
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What's My
Motivation?
Dear Ally,

We Were
Only Freshmen

national Law Society or take an Interna
tional Law course with a great professor.
I'm a 2L and I'm having trouble There are organizations and courses that
motivating myself to study. Last year, I should appeal to almost everyone in
found it much easier to put in the long school. Find something that you're really
hours necessary to keep up with classes, passionate about and pour yourself into
This year, it seems everything else it.
is a priority and I'm easily distracted from
That may sound like avery fluffy,
whatever work I have to do for school. I sugar-coated answer, but it's the best Ican
don't even enjoy hanging around the cam- think of, since, as a 2L myself, I'm in a
pus as much anymore. What is going on? similar situation.
Is this feeling normal?
I have no idea
How long is it going to
how long this slump
IAST?
wil1 last, but i don't
ALLY, 2L ORACLE
a
rr
1 .
t a if think it will last forthe
-Distressed
Ally JfXpldWS It All rest of our time here.
I guess what keeps me
hopeful is the fact that
Dear Distressed,
many of the 3Ls I've met seem to really
be enjoying their last year. So hang in
As a 2L, I know what you mean, there!
It's like we just finished a marathon and
someone is asking us to run sprints. I've
heard similar reactions toward second
***
year from several of our fellow 2L class
mates. I'm not really sure the cause of Dear Ally,
this feeling, but, rest assured, you're not
alone.
I am a 1L. I have had a girlfriend
I guess much of it has to do with for about two years now. We met in
the fact that we have other things on our undergrad and decided to stay together
minds in addition to classes—mainly jobs when I left for law school, despite the disfor next summer. Last year, we could not tance. I met a very good-looking girl at a
even begin to look for jobs until after De- bar, and she made it clear that she did
cember. We only had to focus on our not care about the fact that I had a girlclasses.
friend.
T h i s
^
^
"
"
"
"
T
o

Do you remember the song "The class request this song every four years,
Freshmen" by The Verve Pipe? You when we're "freshmen" again? Some of
know, that song that was in your head us are lLs, first-year med students, or new
for most of 1996: "I won't be held in a job market, but we're all "freshmen"
responsible...we were only freshmen."
in our fields.
Well, for th ose of us who went di
At a time when we're all starting
rectly from high school to college to law over again, I have to ask: has "The Fresh
school (classes of 2000, 2004, and 2007), men" become a touchstone for our class?
that song became popular during our
This time around, there's one line
freshman year of high school. I remem in "The Freshmen" that I keep focusing
ber being particularly excited—it men on: "I won't be held responsible." In the
tioned freshmen, and we were freshmen, course of the song, Vander Ark says the
therefore the song must be about us!
word "responsible" six times.
Within a year, The Verve Pipe had
Responsibility has much more
officially become a one-hit wonder. "The meaning now that it did four years ago.
Freshmen" disappeared from the radio At the start of college, we first became
long before yearbooks
responsible for our
came out in May, and
selves. Most of us were
for the most part we all
living on our own,
forgot that The Verve
away from home, tak
Pipe even existed.
ing responsibility for
Then, in our fresh
our own lives. How
man year of college, a
ever, now we're respon
funny thing happened:
sible not just for our
radio stations started
selves, but for our future
playing the song again.
clients and their lives.
KAREN MORGAN
It never reached the "oh
Responsibility
my god, please not that
has all sorts of legal
song again" level, but if
connotations now too.
you listened to the radio
Listening to "The
daily, you heard it at least once a week. Freshmen," I wonder whether Vander
This time around, I remember looking up Ack can be held responsible. Did he have
the lyrics and actually paying attention a duty to care for his girlfriend? What if
to more than just the fact that it men she was his fiancee?
tioned freshmen.
CouVd Vie face civiV or criminal

year, before we

song was really about, I was shocked. I

Of COUrse, I'm being Sarcastic. I

make a Ions

Alice in 1L Land

The first time I realized what the

charges if he is responsible for her death?

Is touching her face really an affirmative

had always known it wasn't a particularly defense, as he implies in the song?
The Verve Pipe may have long ago
positive song, but I hadn't paid enough
already had to
my girlfriend attention to comprehend what the song disappeared from the music world, but
"The Freshmen" seems to come back to
WIth thls girl
meant.
begin to deal
Although fans and critics debate the haunt me every time I'm starting life over.
with the stress
from the bar,
Three years from now, when I've
and pressure of
who happens meaning of "The Freshmen" even now,
the job search. In addition to classes, we to be an undergrad student at a local uni- the writer, Brian Vander Ark, has indi (hopefully) graduated law school and
cated in interviews that the song is actu found a job, will this song magically re
must schedule, prepare for, and attend in- versity.
terviews. Those who have interviews in
I've asked some of my friends and ally about an ex-girlfriend of his who appear? If it does, what will I think of
when I hear it then?
cities other than D.C. must also spend a most of them say that what my girlfriend committed suicide.
It's widely thought that she killed
lot of time traveling.
doesn't know won't hurt her, but that I
It is a lot to juggle and it is not sur- should also not do it again. I've decided herself after Brian Vander Ark convinced
prising that some days, school has to take that I will not cheat on her again, but I'm her to have an abortion (thus stopping a
a backseat to the other things we are deal- not sure if I should tell mygirlfriend about marriage he thought he was being forced FACULTY from page 6.
into—"stop a baby's breath and a shoe
ing with. Although we now have excuses the infidelity. What should I do?
full
of rice"). I'm not claiming that this calls visiting GW with her then five year
for being somewhat distracted, it's still not
is
the
only interpretation, or the correct old son Thor to surprise her husband in
a good idea to fall too far behind in read- -In Desperate Need of Advice
one,
but
i t seems to be the most widely class. After being introduced, the boy
ings for class.
respected.
You'll be kicking yourself at the end
stood up in front of the class and asked,
In college, this song made me think „ "Does anyone have any questions?" No
of the semester. Perhaps the thought of Dear Desperate,
about how much my perspective had one replied.
catching up on several weeks of reading
changed
since high school. When I was
can be a source of motivation to start
It's very noble of you to be so con"He was so upset that no one had
a
freshman
in high school, I was content any questions," jokingly remembers
putting in a few more hours now during siderate of your girlfriend that you've
the semester.
decided to only cheat on her once. Re- to simply hear the pretty song and sing Schooner.
As far as your lack of desire to ally, I applaud you. You are a pillar of along to the random lyrics; looking back,
Though her stay at GW is brief,
spend time at school, again, you're not strength and you should be commended, I realized that I didn't know half the lyr Schooner has added a friendly and per
alone. Last year, the lounges were filled
Of course, I'm being sarcastic. I ics and didn't understand the other half. spicacious presence to the law school that
with the familiar faces of our classmates, actually think you're quite the coward. It My basic analysis of the song focused on, will be missed when she returns to Catho
The fact that our first-year sections have was cowardly of you to cheat on your "we were only freshmen. Blah blah blah lic University.
been split up makes it more difficult to girlfriend in the first place. And the fact blah...we were only freshmen."
By the time I was in college, I like
see our friends at school, which makes that you're even debating whether or not
to think I had a slightly deeper under
the idea of spending all day on campus you should tell her is just pathetic,
FARM LIFE
much less appealing.
You've been with the girl two years. standing of the world; I was no longer
p
P 1 E R F R o ®!
G
E
A
I think the sight of first-year stu- At the very least, you owe it to her to tell content to sing lyrics I didn't know. I
S
1 D L E R A R E
A
C
R
E
dents also reminds us what we used to be her the truth. I would even recommend looked things up, and I strove for under
N
O F 11 H E S E A
K
C
E
C
H
1
like. They all have that 1L glow—that going one step further, and break up with standing and knowledge.
K u N R 1 E L • A U T H °J R
Perhaps I should have done this
eagerness that the rest of us have almost her. You don't deserve her. But it's up to
F A N S M 1 S S
more in relation to class and less in rela
lost.
you to decide.
A C R U E B U N K N T
tion to song lyrics, but nonetheless, it D If I E s
c O L E s O RI
I guess what you should do is try to
seemed like growth.
H O R S E S H O E R S T oO L
get back that eagerness for law school.
lo as^ Ally s advice, please email
T 1 N S A E 8 o pj
Now, ano ther four years later, I've O u C H
Remember why you wanted to come to
C p A P A N E B L E E p S
law school in the first place. If your pas- notabene@law.gwu.edu, Attn. Ally. The noticed something strange. In the past
o R A L
A L G A
sion is immigration work, take the immi- Editorial board reserves the right to edit stib- week, I've heard "The Freshmen" on the
o O M V p L*|
S
O
N
B
1
A
L
radio three times. For a song released
gration clinic that is offered.
missions for conten t. Questions will be inD u C K T A 1 L H A J R c u [T
If you want to practice interna- eluded as the Nota Bene publication schedule eight years ago, this is a significant trend.
O B 0 E T * U E" D U L N A
Do the people in my graduating
tional law, become involved in the Inter- permits.
E A s *
S E N D E K E D

think you're quite the
COWard. . . . You don't deserve
But ft>s U p fa you to decide.
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Mr. 3000

I

know exactly what you're all erates a chain of successful stores, the
thinking right now: if this girl names of which all harp on his number
attempts to find meaning in a 3000. When Hall of Fame nomination
Bernie Mac movie, I'm never reading her time comes around again, an examinacolumn again. Guess what? I was an tion of Ross's record reveals a clerical
English major, so I can find meaning in error in the calculations, and Stan's numa crushed tic-tac.
ber of career hits actually only total 2997.
But to begin, Mr. 3000 is funny and
So now he's 47 years old, without
cheesy. It's not worth ten bucks to see in his place in the Hall of Fame, 3000 hits,
theaters but worthy of a matinee, and, if or a butt tight enough to fit into a basenot, definitely see it on video.Bernie Mac ball uniform. He wants to go pro again
is also just plain cool. He carries a movie to re-reach this milestone, and gets perwell, more than adequately pulling off the mission to rejoin the Brewers (a team that
sexy, older, immature guy, and he's a de- never took kindly to being ditched nine
cent actor when he has
years ago), where he beto be (during the
j
gins his journey towards
movie's "poignant"
j
reclaiming his title of
parts).
Mr. 3000. And I'm not
: W
No one will disj^K
going to tell you if he
agree with the fact that
does it or not!
law students love conThis movie is fun
sistency. We depend on
and the supporting cast
it, we need it,and when
is great. Angela Bassett
we don't get it, we freak
LlNDSAY TASHER
(What's Love Got to Do
out. I remember the
„
j
With It) does a great job
mayhem of first year
tvCS lpSCl
as Stan's sports reporter
when
Professor
ex-girlfriend who re-enMaggs's Con Law exam gave us mini- ters the picture.
questions instead of the expected single,
Chris Noth (Sex and the City) is
long fact pattern like the rest of our pro- smarmy as ever as a baseball executive,
fessors. People went insane! They wanted and Paul Sorvino (Goodfellas) is the spitone type of hypothetical and that was it! ting image of Joe Torre in his portrayal
We also expect consistency from the of the Brewers' coach, remaining absopeople in our lives, especially the "good" lutely silent for most of the movie,
consistency. All of us have friends and
Yes, Mr. 3000 is cheesy, as is any
family members who, without fail, will movie that uses Marvin Gaye's "Let's Get
do right by us
It On" as
no
matteT
background
what.
music
for

it

is

So now he's 47years old, without

sexy

never a doubt
ofFame,
slowdancing.
his place fa fae
in my mind
It's predict
3000 hits, or a butt tight enough
that certain
able, but not
people in my
in the way
to fit into a baseball uniform.
life will always
you might
put me first, or
think. I didn't
as close to first
find myself
as possible. And if anyone asks me why I wondering if he'd get his 3000th hit, but
love them, one thing that comes to mind instead I thought about my favorite "conis consistency—I know I can always de- sistent" friends, the ones who you can alpend on them.
ways count on to let you down to the
Mr. 3000 is about that other type of point that it's funny,
consistent people in your life—the ones
I wondered what would happen one
who, without fail, cannot be counted on. day if they suddenly became unpredictIt will never be about you, it's about them, able and did something totally unselfish
or someone or something else that mat- for me. I probably wouldn't like it, since
ters to them a whole lot more than you part of me loves knowing who not to call
do.
if I need to talk, or who will miss openAnd as exasperating and infuriat- ing night of the Law Revue show and is
ing as you get the first few times you are not worth the invite,
learning this lesson, there is a comfort that
My question arises from my favoreventually arises in knowing these ite scene in the movie, which takes place
people's predictability. Once you choose in Stan's bar. After Stan has just disapto accept these consistent disappoint- pointed Bassett's character for the milments for who they are, their surefire self- lionth time in their relationship, his best
ishness becomes humorous.
friend Boca (called "Boca" because he's
Meet Stan Ross (Mac), that type of a young guy who wears the track suits
consistent friend. He's a major-league old people wear in Boca Raton) simply
heavy hitter for the Milwaukee Brewers smiles and reveals why he loves Stan—
with an ego the size of Alabama, a nasty he's so consistent in only thinking about
attitude towards the press, and a sense of himself.
team spirit that rivals Christina Aguilera's
As Stan hears this, you can tell he's
in style.
not happy at being that type of "consisHe's about to reach the 3000th hit tent," and his ultimate response to this
in his career and, as soon as he achieves conversation makes the movie. But we
this goal, he'll quit major league baseball, are left to answer this—if your "consisleaving his team high and dry in the tent" friend turns out to surprise you, is
middle of the playoffs. Why? Because it because they mean it, or do they just
Stan figured that having these 3000 hits hate the fact that you've labeled them as
under his belt was his ticket into the Hall self-centered? Does it really count? Or
of Fame. Guess what (gasp)—he was should we quit being English majors, atwrong.
tribute it all to a fun, feel-good, wellNine years after his retirement, and meaning Bernie Mac movie, and call it a
still no Hall of Fame (since no one can day?
stand him enough to let him in), Stan op-

Finally, a Reason to
Smile

A

s the mercury slides down stayed locked away.
each autumn, the distribu
In this era of filesharing, interest in
tion of new records and Smile was renewed in past years by die
DVD releases starts heating up. Even hard fans compiling their Napster-gener
with the nip in the air, CEOs sweat out ated take on how the album would have
the bottom-line boost they so desperately been composed. There were also mur
need from the upcoming holidays. Com murs that Wilson was entering the stu
mercials and banner ads hail every release dio to complete his dream album. Wil
as the "most anticipated" of the season. son and lyricist Parks, staying as true as
This year, however, these advertise they could to the original in production
ments are more false than ever—no and layout, finally finished Smile in 2003,
record can top the
and released it to the world at a grand
nearly forty years worth
show at London's
of anticipation for Brian
Royal Festival Hall
Wilson's Smile.
in February of this
Smile, despite be
year.
ing on record-store
The finished
shelves for only three
product is bizarre
weeks now, is already
and wonderful. The
the stuff of legend. For
album is a series of
those unfamiliar with
transitions that flow
the Smile story, I can
calmly into one an
provide only a casual
other, but rarely let
PETER BR OMAGHIM
fan's primer. The Beach
the listener settle into
Boys' trademark vocal
a verse-chorus-verse
harmonies and glossy
structure.
surfer sound were the
Some motifs
product of Wilson, who fell in love at a are visited only to subtly return; others
young age with barbershop and the vocal are explored and then left behind. Smile
groups of the 1950s.
contains 17 tracks, but a number of them
The Boys' classic singles like "I Get are actually three minute-long songs in
Around" and "California Girls" domi one, impressive considering the entire al
nated the charts in the early sixties, when bum runs just over 45 minutes.
songsmith Wilson was hardly twenty
The lyrics are playful ("Barnyard,"
years old. The band's
"Vega-tables") and poi
sound matured along
gnant ("Wonderful"),

Music for the Masses

witVi ttiem;

Pet Sounds

arrived to widespread
acclaim in 1966, an al
bum critics often dub as
one of the most original
and "most American"
recordings of the last
century.
Only twenty-four,
Brian Wilson then
started on a personal
epic, a record with drastic differences in
approach and production techniques
from anything attempted previously.
Lyricist Van Dyke Parks got caught up in
Wilson's ambition. And like the face of
Helen, all those who caught a glimpse of
Smile in the studio proclaimed it glorious
and musically unprecedented. The pieces
of his masterwork were falling into place,
but Wilson was falling apart.
In the familiar role of genius gone
mad, Wilson suffered a nervous break
down in 1967, the result of drugs, family
problems, and stardom on a performer
who, by all accounts, is a quiet and god
fearing man. Wilson's breakdown halted
Smile in the middle of the production pro
cess.
The Beach Boys continued popping
along, releasing Smile's bastard brother
Smiley Smile wi th some of Smile's songs
(including the single "Heroes and Vil
lains"), but without Wilson at the helm.
The original Smile tapes wasted away; a
few songs showed up on later Beach Boys
records, but never in the setting that Wil
son envisioned.
A cult classic was born, but one tha
t
was never properly brought into the world
in the first place. Fans furiously specu
lated about the correct order of Smile's
tracks and those that weren't available on
any recording. Biographer David Leaf
claims that Warner Brothers signed the
Beach Boys to a contract in 1970 in the
hopes that Smile would finally see the light
of day. But, like Wilson for a time, Smile

with an emphasis on

images tliat seem ciia-

tinctly
American.
Wilson's voice has
added years of wear,
however, and it is
strange upon first listen
to hear new recordings
of singles "Heroes and
Villians," and the
album's famous closer,
"Good Vibrations." I'm getting used to
it.
Whatever your opinion of the al
bum, you have to agree that Smile does
its best to defy comparison. The closest
analogy that I can come up with in terms
of range is The Beatles (W hite Album).
But stylistically, I think the best compari
son might be the masterpieces of George
Gershwin, one of Wilson's musical idols.
Some of Smile's sectio ns recall the easy
saunter of the gorgeous midsection of
"Rhapsody in Blue," for example.
Wilson, having no formal musical
training, likely received impromptu les
sons in using dynamics, transposing keys
and echoing themes from Gershwin's
works.
Apart from its uniqueness, Smile
stands out as an album, the type that one
needs to listen to like one views a movie.
It's a bit of a pop-rock opera; a popera, if
you will. This feature alone might set
Smile apart from its '60s peers; albums
that stand as complete works are still few
today.
It's tough to divorce the history of
Smile from its current and final incarna
tion, yet the disc's extensive liner notes
encourage us to do just that. I know how
revered the album was to some friends of
mine before its recent release, so I d on't
think I co uld forget its legend if I tried.'
To me, Smile is now a story of one man
landing his white whale after years of
leaving it out to sea. I love a happy end
ing.
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Giving a Bit Back

T

he Pro Bono Fair last tion in the '80s when Mitch Snyder held
Wednesday made me real a lengthy hunger strike to protest the lack
ize that none of the volun of accommodations for the poor and
teering I've done while at law school is homeless in the Nation's Capitol.
law-related. I don't feel guilty,as I've been
The 1,350-bed shelter was opened
donating my time in other ways.
in 1988 and provides meals, clothes, and
There are a huge number of oppor services to men, women, and families. It
tunities to do good in the DC metro area. is located a few blocks from Capitol Hill,
It may just be my family and neighbor and has outreach centers in several DC
hood, but it seems volunteering for a good neighborhoods. Info: users.erols.com/
cause is a Washington tradition, or per ccnv/
haps it is just that the need is so great.
As cynical as this town can be, not every Get Your Dai ly Workout
one volunteers just to look good or get
If you'd like to combine an exercise
credit at work or school (although most program with your good cause, there are
of the local private
several fundraising ac
schools have a commui
tivities that are local
nity service graduation
(and not so local) to
requirement).
DC. All of these need
While I encour
volunteers to help train,
age everyone to use
organize, and assist
their developing legal
participants as well, if
skills out in the commu
you don't want to get in
nity, schedules don't al
shape yourself. Many
ways permit; below are
of the events offer
ELIZABETH AU STERN
some alternatives.
training to partici

Washington Native

Soup Kitchens & Shel
ters
Several of DC's soup kitchens have
garnered national attention. Most of
them do much more than serve food, also
providing services to individuals and
families, including legal advice. Because
of the huge volume of volunteers and the
diverse character and needs of their cli
entele, most or all of the organizations
below require an orientation for partici
pants and schedule their volunteers in

order to ensure reliable service.
I regularly volunteer at Miriam's
Kitchen, which is located four blocks
from the Law School at 24th and G Streets,
NW. Miriam's only serves breakfast,
which is good and bad - you have to be
there by 6 a.m. to volunteer, but you're
sure to be done in time for your class
schedule. I thought I knew how to cook
before I started here, but the regular crew
taught me what I didn't even know to ask.
The kitchen is run by Steve Badt, a pro
fessional chef who is more insistent on
fresh, quality ingredients at Miriam's than
I am at home.
Miriam's Kitchen generally focuses
on helping single men, as it is more diffi
cult for them than for families to find tar
geted services, but they don't turn any
one away. There is a waiting list for vol
unteers in the kitchen, although there are
other positions that are currently accept
ing additional donated labor. Info:
www. miriamskitchen.org
So Others Might Eat (SOME) was
founded in 1970 as an amalgamation of
the efforts of several religious and secu
lar efforts to fulfill the needs of District
poor. Their main work is in serving break
fast and lunch. They provide legal ser
vices through The Washington Legal
Clinic for the Homeless, as well as other
kinds of services; they are usually in need
of manual labor as well as kitchen help.
Info: www.some.org
Martha's Table runs McKenna's
Wagon, a mobile soup kitchen, and also
provides on site meals and snacks to fami
lies. The on site program, located on 14th
Street between V & W, foc uses on chil
dren and families. Nlartha's Table runs
programs all over the city. Info:
www. marthastable.org
Community for Creative Non
violence (CCNV) was started in 1970 by
GW students protesting the Vietnam
War. It garnered a lot of national atten

pants.
Of course, the
Light The Night Walk
and Walk for Literacy were last week,
so you'll have to wait until next year if
you missed out. But there are other events
that start or end near the Law School.
DC has the highest per capita AIDS
rate in the country; The DC AIDS Ride
(biking) and AIDS Walk Washington
(held at the end of October from Free
dom Plaza) both raise money to help fight
the disease.
The
Help the
Homeless
Walkathon, held the Saturday before
Thanksgiving, is held in the National
Mall. The 26-mile Avon Walk for Breast
Cancer (www.avonwalk.com) is held over
three days at the end of April.
If you prefer to produce something
with your labor, Habitat for Humanity
is a great way to contribute. In case you've
been living under a rock, this organiza
tion puts volunteers and materials to
gether with low-income families who
need a home, and builds or rehabs one
for them. The DC chapter is currently
working on their biggest project ever, s o
they can use the help. Info: http://
www.dchabitat.org/

Other Options
The organizations listed above are
just those in which I have been involved.
While I persona lly found all of them re
warding, if you'd like to find activities
that don't involve food or exercise, you
can try one of GW's two volunteering
websites. One is at the Guide to Volun
teer Opportunities at http://
www.gwu.edu/~oid/getinvolved.html;
the GW Office of Community Service
site is available from that page.
DC Cares will m atch you up to a
volunteer organization, but I don't like
the fact they make you jump through
hoops to get to the organizations' info on
their site. The local NBC affiliate ispretty
good about advertising local fundraising
events at their website at nbc4.com.
And, of course, so the CDO doesn't
come and get me, Pro Bono opportuni
ties abound on the Law School website
at http://www.law.gwu.edu/pubint/
default, asp
The purpose of this column wasn't
to guilt you into anything; spend your
time in Washington as you see fit. Of
course, if I did guilt you into doing good
in the world, that's okay too!

Backing up Your Files
It's the eighth week of school, and Computer" and double click on the de
you are sitting in class. Professor Raven- vice from the list of drives available. You
Hansen is lecturing on in rem jurisdiction, can then add and remove files from the
and it happe ns. You finally get the card device just as if it were a disk in a disk
you need to complete your first ever four drive.
suit game of spider solitaire. As your
A third option is to invest in one of
hands go up in victory (you don't care if the USB flash drives. These have become
you get called on by mistake.. .you're too quite popular around the Law School
excited) you knock over your neighbor's over the past year or so. They fit on your
diet coke, spilling the contents onto your keychain, and can plug into your USB
computer.
port. They function like a large floppy
Sparks shoot out of your keyboard disk, and usually come in sizes ranging
like it's the Fourth of July and the lights from 128 megabytes to 512 megabytes.
flicker in the class room (this won't really Thus, while they are large enough to store
happen, but I think it adds to the drama most of your important word documents,
of my story). Your
they probably won't
computer screen flick
have enough room to
ers, turns off, and it
permanently store digi
won't turn back on.
tal pictures or music.
When the Dell
However, besides
technician comes to
providing an easy way
take a look at it, he tells
to back your files up,
you you're hard drive is
they are extremely con
now a mass of sticky
venient method of
cola, and you won't be
passing files back and
able to recover any data
forth at school without
IKE HIMOWITZ
from it. All of your
relying on the school's
notes, banking files,
network. You can buy
cover letters, and digi
a 256 megabyte flash
tal pictures are gone.
drive on Amazon.com for a little more
Hard disk crashes happen for a va than $30. A little research and patience
riety of reasons, and can't always be fore and you could probably do even better at
seen. Thus, you should go out of your one of the outlet websites or on e-Bay.
way to back up your files every week or
A fourth option is to e-mail your
so. The easiest way to do this is to burn most important documents to yourself,
them to a CD or DVD. CDs and DVDs and keep the notes on the school mail
are great because they can hold far more server.

The Computer Guy

data than most other methods, and at an
The school provides approximately
almost negligible cost if you already have 150 megabytes worth of storage. If you
a burner. The down side of this particu regularly empty out your e-mail box, then

lar m ethod is that you need access to a
burner, and while it was an option when
most students bought their laptops as 1Ls,
burners don't usually come standard.
Another option is to back your files
up to yourNomad Jukebox or iPod. Both
iPod and the Nomad are essentially por
table hard disks that have the capability
of storing several gigabytes of data. On
the newer models, you could upload all
of your class notes and generally have it
take up less storage space than a song.
In order to use your Nomad or iPod
in this manner, simply plug in like nor
mal through the USB port. However,
rather than using the software you would
use to upload songs, simply click on "My

you won't even come near this maximum,
so you could keep a recent version of your
notes up on the server and download
them whenever disaster strikes. The
downside of this is that it requires access
to e-mail and could be accidentally de
leted when you clean out your mailbox.
It will also take up a portion of your
hard disk quota leaving less room for email storage, but it certainly is very con
venient and cost-effective.
Finally, you could do what I do.
Bug your friends to give you their notes.
Besides, if you're anything like me, your
friends probably take better notes than
you do anyway given yourspider solitaire
habit...

SUBSCRIPTIONS
TO THE.
. NOTA BENE
ON SALE NOW!
jveep your friends and famiiiy u p to date
with GW Law news and events by send
ing them copies of the
f\jota {j> ene.
]t's onitj $20 for the whole tjear!

Lor more information, or to place an
order email notabene@law.gwu.edu
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Take Me Out to the Ballgame

This is, of course, a much kinder
nlike Mr. Koester, I'm not puter screen at one o'clock Sunday after nore reality, and a fairly complicated and
much of a football fan. noon (yes, my columns are always late) complex line of Constitutional Law with analysis of dating politics than the alter
Well, okay, I love the Pa and wondered how else I could twist the which I've gotten quite familiar. Never nate, where a group of people sit around
triots (and by the Patriots, I mean Adam sports paradigm. Then, it came to me theless, when it comes to our social lives deciding whether someone is good
Vinatieri) but I generally only watch when (as a genius, I work best under pressure). and dating decisions, do we really allow enough to be in their league and, accord
I'm back home in Salem or during the
In professional baseball, there are these divisions to dictate who we date and ingly, worthy of dating one of them.
Of course, I've never put much stock
playoffs. I was a football cheerleader for two leagues: American and National. who we end up with? Is it true that some
five years, and I try to watch my little While the teams in the American league people are really just "out of our in types. Back in college, if I uttered the
words: "I saw the dreamiest boy today,"
brothers play as much as I can, but the are clearly cooler, for many years (until leagues?"
Instead of relying on my own expe my friends would inevitably reply "Was
sport just doesn't excite me as much as the stupid Yankees managers sold their
riences and insecuri he tall and skinny with dark hair and
souls to buy the best,
others (i.e. Duke basketball).
ties to answer this glasses?" and, yes, usually he was.
Of course, football isn't the only and by best I mean
Yet I think I've actually dated my
question, I took a
sport that isn't near as much fun to watch most overpaid, play
little survey. Not a "type" once in my life. True, some people
as to play. You know where I'm going ers), the National
single person with are nice to look at (Tom "pretty pretty
with this...I'm talking about baseball. league was always
whom I spoke an don't talk" Brady comes to mind), but
Still, one can't help but get caught up in thought to be better.
swered affirmatively. even the best looking guy at the Law
the hype. Especially when one's a Bos Moreover, for many
Then again, my School is repulsive if he also has the worst
ton native. Besides, I just love talking years inter-league play
study was fairly lim personality.
was forbidden, put
trash to Yankees fans.
Then again, even if there aren't
ited. I talked to stu
So as we prepare for yet another ting that much more
dents
at
respected
pro
leagues,
there are definitely superficial
Red Sox/Yankees showdown, I got to pressure on the World
SARAH HENSLEY
fessional schools in people. Think about how often you've
thinking about the games people play. For Series to truly dictate
the area (I actually found yourself chatting with your friends
example, if you actually think you might which league was su
branched out from the wondering how a guy like him could pos
could like someone, the surest way to lose perior.
Growing up, I think we're taught Law School and also asked my roommate sibly end up with a girl like herl This is
him is to let on that you've even consid
ered him in a romantic way. You can't that leagues aren't just part of the sports who's a business student at Georgetown). especially true if you have your conver
call. You can't invite him over. In fact, arena but that they permeate all areas of We're all intelligent and well-educated, sation at the Law School where the
you might have more luck acting slightly social life. We're constantly divided: by and we'll all theoretically be "well-off" women, as a whole, are a far more at
annoyed that he's even around. With all class, by race, by the parts of town in someday (once these loans disappear and tractive population than the men.
this playing hard to get, it's a wonder which we live, b y the caliber of our aca a fabulous job reappears). Maybe we
What, then, is my answer? Well,
demic achievements. And with every di don't see leagues because we are all in the there clearly are classes of people, and
anyone ever gets got.
And then I remembered that I al vision there comes an evaluation. One same one.
there clearly are some people who put
Or maybe not. As more than one more stock in superficial values like looks
ready wrote that column last year, so my side is determined better than the other.
renewed rant on the subject and why One side is somehow rewarded, one is of my wise friends observed, "You know and wealth. And you certainly can't help
never, ever to attempt to date a boy in his punished, jealousies and animosities are who's likely to be attracted to you and who you are attracted to...but, if you're
twenties, would actually be pretty redun created and continued through genera who's not. It's not so much that he or smart, you won't get bogged down in the
she's out of your league, per se, it's just superficial, at least if you're looking for
tions.
dant.
So, I returned to the empty com
To ignore these divisions is to ig- that you are not each other's type.'
more than a one night stand.

Sexless In The City

The Pro Bono Fair was held in the Faculty Conference Center last Wednesday. The event was extremely well attended. Interim Dean Roger Trangsrud
opened the fair, noting the importance of pro bono legal work for all attorneys, no matter what their area of practice. The Career Development Office
sponsors the Pro Bono Fair annually to give students an opportunity to meet with potential employers from various DC-area volu nteer organizations.
Volunteer positions and internships are available during the school year and over the summer: Students who complete sixty hours of pro bono service dur ing
their law school tenure receive recognition at their graduation.
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Am I Ready for Some Football?

t is that time of year. The air is
just starting to have that crisp,
cold feeling. Brown, fallen
leaves are starting to gather in the grass
and against buildings. Birds are packing
their suitcases for the winter holiday in
Cancun. The new Tuesday CBS line-up
of CSI, CSI: New York, CSI: Miami, and
CSI: Tuscaloosa has debuted. And, last,
but certainly not least, all the GW
undergrad girls are no longer able to wear
those short, pleated skirts and matching
Abercrombie crop tops that would even
make Paris Hilton's mother uncomfort
able. [Side note: Is that outfit standard
issue here at GW? I mean, seriously, did
I miss the memo or something? "GW:
Your Clothing Optional University right
by the White House... oh, and we have
Crossfire." Anyhow, back to this col
umn.]
That's right, the fall is u pon us.
With the onset of the fall season,
comes a familiar song to usher in this
wonderful time of the year. It's a song
by a true, classic American songwriter
straight from the Deep South. And by
deep, I mean DEEP. Some of you may
not know his name, but he's the type of
guy that just says, "Hey fall, I'm here and
I love you."
I call him Mr. Hank Williams, Jr.,
but you could call him:
"Are you ready for some foot
ball ..." or better yet "ARE YOU READY
FOR SOME FOOTBALL?" [emphasis
added].
We've all heard Mr. Williams
scream at us that we need to be ready for
football on Monday nights. It's not the
type of song that makes you want to sing

along, but it certainly instills fear in the
hearts of girlfriends and wives across the
country. These women know that their

I

significant others will be unreachable held one practice before our first game.
from Saturday morning until Monday With this much preparation, we were cer
night for the next five months. Football tain we'd be at least competitive.
season makes men hibernate from life,
It didn't take long to realize we were
like bears or raccoons or something. It's WAY out of our league.
just too damn bad that foot
F o r
ball season only lasts from
starters, this
September to January.
league has
With the onset of fall
bright or
comes a blissful time in the
ange, profes
lives of men: football sea
sional look
son.
ing, flag foot
In order to welcome
ball yard mar
in the fall football season,
kets. This
a group of my friends from
league has
law school decided to join
some com
a flag football league. As
plex playoff
2Ls, this represents our sec
system with
ond year on the gridiron. It
points and
is strange to see people
ties and...
chasing each other with
math. Very
flags and still use the word
complicated.
'gridiron,' but flags can be
This league
dangerous.
has a website
ERIC KOESTER
Before the season,
with stats and
some people on our team
a discussion
had never played football board. Who
which was evident as
has a flag
passes bounced off their chests and hands. football discussion board? This league
Some of us had played, but usually played has refs. In fact, these refs wear stripped
right benchwarmer or left out from our shirts, throw flags, and are generally less
glory days in high school. And we were athletic than NASCAR drivers. Hell, it's
no longer in prime physical shape. Some like Bill Gates refereeing the NBA games.
people had gotten into shape for the sea It ain'tgonna be pretty. And, the big prob
son. Unfortunately, that shape was lem with these refs is the fact that anyone
round. But it didn't matter, we were ready who signs on to be a flag football ref has
to take ours to the gridiron.
got to be on some kind of power trip.
It didn't take long for us to be Two words: glasses straps. The refs

Badgering the Witness

stunned at the dedication levels people
had in flag football. We'd thought, 'Hey,
that'll be fun. Throw around the ball, get

should be curing cancer or debugging my
computer — no t covering flag football
games.

were left a man down. Thanks Pat... I
mean Pete. He was forced to go through
anger management counseling before al
lowed to return to the league. What kind
of sport is this? Anger management?
Kicked out in three minutes? Unathletic,
powertripping refs? Who knew?
Don't let anyone tell you differently.
Truth is, flag football is serious business.
It doesn't matter how you play the game.
Close doesn't count. It's not all fun and
games. Don't go crying home to mom this is flag football. And this is serious,
break your knee-caps serious. (In fact, in
one of our games, two guys on our team
threw our shoulders out... so maybe it
should be break your shoulder serious. I
don't know.) We looked pitiful in our
non-grass-stained matching shirts (with
numbers on the back, might I add.) The
other teams had plays,defensive schemes,
wore mouth guards, spit blood, punched
us in the faces, had Joe Gibbs as their
coach and made one of the guys on our
team cry twice (he's not going to be a
courtroom type of lawyer - thank god!)
Yeah, they had uniforms too - ripped tshirts with their team name poorly writ
ten (and probably misspelled) in marker.
Law students don't play that brand of
football... we're playing in order to find
out how to sue for injuries. To top it off,
we made the mistake of signing up for
the competitive league... whose bright
idea was that?
So, this season, when Hank Will
iams asked if I was ready for some foot
ball, I shook my head and said no. Out
of shape, broken shoulders, matching,
shirts (now with the sleeves cut off to look
tougher), and one practice, this team ain't

some exercise, recapture the glory days.'
Last year, one of my teammates, ready for no football. I'm ready alright.
We made up t-shirts, drew straws to see let's call him Pete Lavelle, was kicked out Ready for a beer, a recliner, and some
who'd play quarterback, and hell, we even of our game in the first 3 minutes. We play-by-play.

Acing the Adversarial System

n my vast experience here at
GW Law (motto: "Where the
hot dog carts run wild and
free!"), I've learned a few things.
First, if you answer a question, and
the professor comes back with "Really?"
you got that question wrong. You'd be
surprised how many people haven't
learned this yet. There are few things
more annoying than having the profes
sor ask the same question again and again
until her target figures out that she
wouldn't keep asking if he'd gotten it
right.
Second, in any group of at least four
on the elevator, there's a 90% chance that
at least one of them will have a wheeliebag.
Third, jokes about the elevator are
only funny to the oppressed minority of
wheelie-baggers ("We're here! We have
bags with wheels on them! Get used to
it!").
But I've noticed a little something
about my classmates.
They're afraid.
And who are they afraid of? The
professors.
Sure, they may look and sound all
confident and, yes, some of them are
(those people suck). Deep down, though,
the typical student looks at a professor as
if that professor is just waiting for her to
say something stupid so he can call down
all the wrath that his years of schooling
and experience can provide. Which, of
course, is true.
The typical student also fears that
her peers will laugh at her screw-ups later.

Which, of course, is also true.
Review), there was a tacit agreement. We
Still, I've noticed that there's
hated them, and they hated us even more.
weird vibe around here
To those professors, the
between the students
students were obstacles to
and professors. It's like
be overcome. True story:
the student is that girlin
a girl of my acquaintance
high school who was
wasn't doing too well in
too shy to really talk to
one of her classes, so she
guys, and the professor
went to talk to the profes
is the captain of the
sor. She retrieves the
football team. This
metaphorical witch's
goes for students and
broom and goes to seethe
professors of both
wizard. The professor re
sexes.
luctantly sits down with
RICH COWELL
The problem is
her, looks at her grades
compounded by the fact
and asks, "Do you want
f
that professors are hu
to get an A in this class?"
man, too (well, most of
"Of course," she replies.
"Then drop it and take it
them). They sometimes
have bad days, get bad news before class, again next semester."
But hey, at least he was around dur
or get stressed out about killing their
neighbors, just like all of us. We never ing office hours. Most times you'd have
remember that though, and suddenly find better luck finding professors at the bar
ourselves reliving the worst experiences down the street than in their offices. Of
from our youths ("Oh my god, Professor course, this was an engineering school,
Whozit looked so mad today. Was it so a certain level of alcoholism is ex
pected, if
something I
not
re
did? I'd bet——
quired,
but
ter send a
'First, if you answer a question, and
still.
note. Dear
the
professor
comes
back
with
Ah ,
Prof, r u
good
times,
mad at me?
'Really?,' you got that question
good times.
Circle yes or
wrong."
B u t
no.").
anyway,
Now, I
have to admit that this is a new experi the point is that things could be a lot
ence. At my undergrad school (dumbest worse. Of course, that's not much com
professors in the country, and fifth worst fort when your cheeriest professor, who
in accessibility, according to the Princeton only asks for volunteers and only asks

Post Hoc Ergo
Propter Hoc

them single questions, decides to get
Socratic on your ass. Then, the only thing
you can do is not make eye contact, and
hope that he doesn't magically sense that
you didn't do the reading last night be
cause you knew you could totally blow
off his class. Not that I do that, of course.
That's just... other people... bad people.
I hate those people.
Of course, when he does call on
you, the best thing to do is probably punt.
I've seen people do this a few times in
class now, a nd it doesn't look that bad.
Now, I haven't seen them do this with a
grumpy professor, but Isuppose the worst
she could do is have you killed. Profes
sors are sort of like the mafia that way.
A word of advice, though: if your
normally mild-mannered professor has
just turned into a boiling cauldron of rage
for reasons that aren't readily apparent,
you probably don't want to go to office
hours. It's just good sense.
That brings us back to the fact that
sometimes professors are just grumpy. It's
probably not your fault, so there's no
point in being paranoid about it, except
in the relatively uncommon case where
you've run over the professor's dog or
child.
So just relax. Whatever is filling
the professor with the sweet poison of
rage will move on soon. In the mean
time, hide in the back of the room, do
the reading, pray not to be called on, and
wait. The worst they can do is make you
look like a total fool in front of your peers.
You probably did worse at Bar Review
last night anyway.
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The band "The Pietasters" wra pped up Octob erfest, which was he ld in the Quad on Saturday . The day-long event was sp onsored by GfV's radi o station, WRGW. Several
hundred undergraduates attended concerts by loal band s. The event was distr acting to law students trying to study in the law scho ol, as we ll as to a ttendees of the 2nd
National Peo ple of Color Legal Scholarshi p Conference, which conclu ded Sunday.

To Submit an Opinion
The Nota Bene invites
readers' opinions. Letters to
the Editor must be 300 words
or fewer, signed, dated and
include a graduation year or
title. E-mail submissions to
notabene@law.gwu.edu.
To write a longer opinion
column, contact Opinions Edi
tor Marcus Ehrlander at
mehrlander@law.gwu.edu.
Nota Bene reserves the
right to edit all submissions for
space, grammar, clarity and
vulgarity.

Interested in Writing for the next edition of the Nota Bene.7
The Nota Bene is looking for submissions, including news articles, op-ed pieces and letters to the
editor.
No Experience Necessary; lLs Welcome
If interested, send an e-mail to notabene@law.gwu.edu
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Letters To The Editor
Reevaluating
Maria, Full Of Grace
Several weeks ago, Ms. Tasher went
For example, Maria worked at a
to see Maria, Full of Gra ce and offered her flower plantation under toxic conditions
review of the film in her column. I felt to earn some money to support her
that her review failed to capture the true mother, her sister, and her sister's sick
themes that the film intended to present, infant son.
In my opinion, Maria, Full of Grace is one
Maria also attempts to intercede on
of this year's most brilliant films. For this behalf of Lucy, another woman who
reason, I offer an alternative perspective made the dangerous trip with Maria, to
on the film.
prevent the callous men sent to retrieve
The title of the film is curious and the drugs from harming her. Like the
may not be obvious to many moviego- Virgin Mary, extolled by Catholics for
ers. "Mary, full of grace" is part of the being the most blessed among women,
first line of the "Hail Mary" prayer re- Maria's "grace" is in her selflessness and
cited by Catholics. In essence, the prayer in her motivation to protect her loved
asks the Virones,
gin Mary to
Maria,
Ful1
intercede on
"As Americans, we have the
°f Grace
behalf of hu
provides
a
fantastic fortune of living in a
manity now
unique insight
and at the
into the reality
nation where few of us will ever
hour
of
of what others
experience a situation so
death.
live.
T h e
desperate, so calamitous, and so
One of
short prayer
the
most
vivid
urgent that no choice remains but
is also said
scenes in the
to flee this country and seek
by many be
movie is where
Maria ingests
cause of a
opportunity abroad
the cocaine pel
belief that
lets after taking
Mary will
an anesthetic to
care for those
who trust her with their needsand to com- help her swallow the drugs. Ms. Tasher
fort them with a sense of peace. The re- mentions that this scene was the director's
ligious reference in the title can be inter- effort to be dramatic,
preted in a number of ways. In the film,
The sad reality is that this situation
Maria carries sixty-two pellets of cocaine is dramatic. The rupture of a single pelin her stomach for delivery in the United

let can cause a massive overdose and resuit in death. In this movie, Maria be-

States.
Her journey is fraught with danger comes part of the supply side of the illeand leaves her in a vulnerable position gal drug trade. My only regret with this
that few people could begin to imagine, film is that it did not focus enough on the
A possible way of looking at the title is demand side of the drug trade which
as a symbol of the sense of security that drives the human trafficking of individuthe Hail Mary prayer provides and als like Maria.
Maria's need for protection.
Watching this movie reminded me
I agree, however, with Ms. Tasher of Dirty Pretty Things, a British film rethat the title most likely makes a direct leased last year. This film focuses on the
reference to Maria, the protagonist. In sale of kidneys by illegal im migrants in
her column, Ms. Tasher rhetorically asks London in return for forged British passif i t is possible for individuals who delib- ports. The poignant aspect of this movie,
erately break the law to be "full of grace." like Maria, Full of Grace, is that it highI believe that they are as absolutely ca- lighted an illegal practice so unfathompable of grace as the most law-abiding able and unheard of to most people,
citizen. '
In doing so, it exposed the reality
As Americans, we have the fantas- of what some individuals live and offered
tic fortune of living in a nation where few their stories for us to understand. It is
of us will ever experience a situation so true that billions of people around the
desperate, so calamitous, and so urgent world live in poverty but do not choose
that no choice remains but to flee this to become drug mules, to prostitute their
country and seek opportunity abroad, bodies, or to sell their organs.
Maria, Full of Grace is about these circumThe reasons why some people
stances.
choose to break the law in such a fashion
The tagline of the film says that the are too numerous to recount. However,
movie is based on "1,000 true stories," a behind the decisions of many of these inreference to the number of drug mules dividuals are stories of compassion and
that carry illegal narcotics to the United self-sacrifice that are remarkably graceStates every year.
ful.
Maria's opportunity to escape her
The world is not black and white
dire situation unfortunately intersected and from a posi'tion of privilege it is difwith an illegal operation. Her story, how- ficult to understand what absolute povever, does not end there. Maria, and oth- erty, danger, and hunger will drive an fil
ers like her, are not simply nameless, face- dividual to do.
less individuals who become the subjects
of newspaper headlines.
- Andr es Palacio, 3L
Their decisions cannot be analyzed
in a vacuum. Maria accepted $5,000 to
Nota Bene welcomes comm™ts on a"
transport the cocaine pellets not so that
she could buy herself a new car or for matenal gearing in the paper. Please send
other selfish reasons. She risked her life -vour Letters to t e Entoi to
so that she could support her family. The notabene@law.gwu.edu. Please include your
movie was replete with examples of how name> class ^ar & applicable), and valid
her desires were secondary to the needs contact information.
of those she loved.

Dear Editor,

Our internal Giles Rich and Jessup
Competitions, judged entirely by practiAs President of the Moot Court tioners, are used to select competitors to
Board, I want to correct to several inac- represent GW at the external versions of
curacies and general misconceptions in those competitions. Furthermore, the
the editorial entitled "Can we ever escape Board recently made significant changes
high school politics and popularity con- to the selection process for other external
tests." First of all, the claim that Moot competitions to reduce the so-called
Court Board competitions are "largely "popularity problem," which were dispeer judged" is simply false. The Moot cussed in an article appearing in the very
Court Board holds between 5-6 internal same issue of the Nota Bene in which this
competitions each year. For the past sev- editorial appeared. These changes reperal years, every single round of all up- resent significant steps towards making
per-level internal competitions have been the selection process more transparent
judged exclusively by practitioners (except and objective, a nd demonstrate that the
technical scoring by students, which is a board does NOT place "decision making
blind scoring process).
on one person's hands [or] limit it to one
Last year, for Van Vleck alone, the factor or another."
Board recruited over 50 individual pracWith regard to the suggestion that
titioner judges. This year, we plan to re- there is "so much subjectivity in the secruit over
lection" ofboard
60 practitiomembers and exner judges.
"Con Law should have taught us
ternal competiFurthertors—that is true.
an that just because a policy is
And it's true
not specifically written into a
cial*efforts
whether there are
practitioners or
are made to
constitution does not mean that it
recruit prac
students judging
doesn't exist in practice
titioner
the competitions.
judges with
Of course, prac
experience
titioners have
in the subject matter of the competition, real world legal experience, are less likely
During last year's first year compe- to know the competitors than other stutition, virtually all competitors were dents, are more likely to give helpful conjudged by at least one adjunct professor structive feedback, and are otherwise
in addition to student Board Members, more desirable than student judges.
And while it is true that "no clauses" in
That's why we work so hard to rethe constitution require students to recuse cruit them. However, even practitioners
themselves from judging their friends, that
does not mean that steps were not taken

are human, and their scores wi\\ always
have an element of subjectivity. But let's

to eliminate those occurrences. In fact, face it folks—so do judges in the real
all student judges were asked to fill out world. And when we're all real lawyers,
conflict forms in advance of judging as- we're going to have to deal with that on
signments to ensure that' student judges a regular basis. So let's start dealing with
did not judge their friends, Deans Fellows it now.
did not judge their own students, and variOf course, none of these things will
ous other conflicts were avoided. (Cqn prevent the Executive Board from conLaw should have taught us all that just tinuing to improve our process of recruitbecause a policy is not specifically writ- ing judges, scoring, and selection. We are
ten into a constitution does not mean that committed to making positive changes,
it doesn't exist in practice).
and welcome feedback and suggestions
Additionally, the assertion that from students. Anyone with comments
teams sent to externals "are selected by a or suggestions about the Board or our
vice president or at best a panel of peers" policies
can
contact
me
at
is inaccurate. This statement ignores the alevin@law.gwu.edu.
fact that competitors for two important
external competitions are chosen based
Sincerely,
on performance in our internal competiAh Levin
tions.
Moot Court Board President

Advertise In The Nota Bene
Advertising Rates
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$75
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OPINIONS

Toppling Saddam

T

he President of the United previous Congress and President. That
States, in an impressive dis his decision was the right one would cer
play of executive leadership, tainly be clearer had we found stockpiles
made the command decision to topple of WMDs.
Of course, through the miracle of
Saddam Hussein.
This he did with the support not hindsight, we can second-guess the judg
only of an exceptional National Security ment of every leader in history. So to
team, but also with the support of the fault the President for acting on intelli
United States Congress. His decision was gence that only later was found to be de
also supported by the leaders of dozens ficient is ludicrous.
The President's
of countries.
plan,
though not al
It was a decision
DAVID MCALPINE
ways well articulated,
based on the most cur
has always been clear.
rent intelligence avail
Remove Saddam from
able not only from our
own Intelligence Community but also power, help the Iraqis establish a gov
from the agencies of governments includ ernment of their choosing and then
ing Great Britain, France, Germany, Is leave.
With Saddam awaiting trial,
rael and others.
It comported with the Iraq Libera where he belongs, we are helping the
tion Act of 1998, signed into law by Presi once beleaguered and now free Iraqi
dent Clinton. The government of the people defeat those who would again en
United States, led by the former Presi slave them as we simultaneously help
dent, concluded that Saddam's continued them prepare for elections. And we will
leave when
rule over
that job is
Iraq posed
done. And
a
clear
"As Senator Kerry now admits, in
in their
threat to
the security
hindsight, he was wrong to have voted freedom,
we will
of
the
against the first Gulf War."
find secuUnited
rity.
States.
Sena
I n
the aftermath of 9/11, that threat loomed tor Kerry's myopic insistence that only
larger. Saddam harbored, funded and a direct connection to the attacks of 9/
otherwise supported groups that use mas 11 would have justified toppling Saddam
and his failure to understand the fanati
sive violence to achieve their goals.
"WYietYvex anti-Ysraeli Palestinians,

ists, their goal is to force changes in U.S.
policies, and their primary means for
achieving this goal is to launch terrorist
attacks against military, and now civil
ian, interests of the United States and
other countries.
Convinced that Saddam was still in
possession of WMDs, a consensus
formed both here and abroad that, as part
of the War on Terror, he had to be pre
vented from transferring WMDs to
groups like A1 Qaeda. Given what we
knew, had we been attacked with such
weapons procured from Iraq, no one
would have accepted the President's ex
cuse of "I just wasn't sure."
Never asserting that Saddam had
any connection to the attacks of 9/11,
our leaders did believehe had WMDs and
made clear that they would not tolerate
the risk that he might make them avail
able to our enemies.
In December 2001, the House of
Representatives passed a resolution warn
ing of the dangers posed by Saddam's
WMDs. In January 2002, the President
identified Iraq as part of an Axis of Evil
that threatened U.S. inte rests.
For the next year, the United States,
in concert with the international commu
nity, tried to secure through peaceful
means the assurance it needed that
Saddam no longer had WMDs or the
ability to produce them. The President
addressed the UN. A UN resolution was
passed.
The Secretary of State presented
our concerns to the world. U.S. forces
were deployed, making clear that our
government perceived so great a threat
to our security that it demanded trans
parency. Saddam refused.
And so, with the support of Con
gress, the President ordered the imple
mentation of the policy established by a

BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

Staff Writer

L

ast issue, I described in practical conflict.
Having been elected to office,Kerry
stark terms the overriding
importance of Iraq to was a consistent realist throughout his
American security. I will now evaluate first term in the Senate, opposing all of
both presidential candidates on this Reagan's interventions in the developing
question, beginning today with John world.
In his second term, he swerved tem
Kerry.
Any dispassionate person must porarily from the realist path towards
concede that John Kerry has steered a pacifism, opposing the Persian Gulf War,
even though, with enormous interna
tortuous path on Iraq.
The consistency of hisintellectual tional support and very narrow war aims,
background and Senate record con it was a model "realist" war.
But Kerry supported the narrow
trasts sharply with the tangled web of
positions he has accumulated during U.S. interventions in Panama and
the primary and post-convention peri Kosovo, and voted for war in Afghani
ods, making any grasp of the senator's stan, all consistent with a realist ethos.
true disposition uncertain. To under Then came Iraq.
It would be unproductive to list Mr.
stand his stance on Iraq, therefore, we
Kerry's
must con
actions
sider Senaand state
tor Kerry
"Although John Kerry has good
ments re
in context.
intentions, it is ironically his realist
garding
John
Iraq, and
Kerry's
mindset that is too rigid for today's
earliest in
only the
world."
tellectual
most parinfluence
t i s a n
w o u l d
was his fa
ther, Richard, a mid-level diplomat who claim to find consistency where there is
served in Berlin and Oslo during the none. The important question, however,
is why the senator has struggled so might
early days of the Cold War.
As Franklin Foer of the New Re ily to find his sea legs on the issue.
cal ambitions of tbose who would kill
public documented in his extensive piece
The common response from the
American civilians — whether by behead
on father and son, "From the start, Ri Bush camp is that Kerry is a "fliping them or by incinerating them in jet
chard Kerry turned his oldest son into flopper," void of conviction and blowing
fuel - poses too great a risk to the rest
his foreign policy protege."
with the political winds.
of us and to our children.
What resulted was John's early
While there may be some truth to
The American fighting men and
exposure to his father's "realist" foreign the charge, I believe the real explanation
women killed or injured in this fight were
policy ideology. In general, the "real is far more subtle: Kerry is inconsistent
volunteers defending their country, pre
ist" school rejects American "moral on Iraq because he is a person of convic
sumably aware of the risks and willing
exceptionalism," often in favor of tion, and he currently finds himself un
to accept them, as were the Americans
"moral equivalency," and warns that able to reconcile this war with the
at Concord, Gettysburg, and Iwo Jima.
defining foreign policy in absolute worldview he has consistently held for
To suggest otherwise is to suggest that
terms blinds Americans from their own thirty years.
the likes of Brad Tillman were naive, or
moral inadequacies.
In other words, Kerry has fumbled
worse.
This, in turn, creates a rigid, with Iraq and the war on terror because
That is a contemptible slur.
"black and white" policy framework they are not amenable to a realist perspec
Mourn the loss feltby their families. Ac
that tends to ensnare the U.S. in ill-ad tive. He is uncomfortable with almost
knowledge their selfless sacrifice. But
vised moral escapades.
every aspect of this sui generis conf lict.
their lives were not wasted in the wrong
This theory usually manifests it From its inherently unilateral nature, to
war at the wrong place at the wrong
self in an internationalist approach to its necessary relationship with democracy
time. They died in the service of their
foreign policy. However, it also dis promotion, to its amenability to moral
ideals. American ideals.
misses the promotion of democracy absolutes, John Kerry is intellectually illAs did so many in Vietnam.
and human rights in the developing equipped to handle the war on terror, of
We k now that Senator Kerry did
world as imperialistic and naive, favor which Iraq is now inextricably part.
not see the value of that sacrifice then,
ing "stability" over "moral crusading."
Kerry's inconsistencies are not the
and he does not see the value of this sac
As Richard Kerry argues in The result of political expediency, but adeeper
rifice now. Yet, when America's secu
Star Spangled Mirror, published in 1990, psychological struggle that forces us to
rity is enhanced by a freeand democratic
Americans continue to make the "fatal wonder how his realist reflexes will re
Iraq, both the prudence and the justness
error" of pushing democracy into the spond to an opposing reality. For in
of this cause will be apparent to all, both
developing world and have been se stance, how will he respond when his at
here and abroad.
duced by the "siren's song of promot tempts at securing more international
Many can await the luxury of
ing human rights." He argues that such troops are inevitably frustrated?
hindsight to make their vision clear.
moralizing has continually lured the
How will he respond when he real
Having volunteered for a cause he says
United States into untenable positions izes that establishing democracy in Iraq
he thought was just, Senator Kerry, in
abroad.
and Afghanistan, while necessary, could
hindsight, determined that the Vietnam
If John Kerry had any doubts cost the lives of another thousand U.S.
War was unjust.
about the validity of his father's posi troops? How will he respond to an en
As Senator Kerry now admits, in
tion, they were laid to rest in Vietnam. emy whose motives cannot be rational
hindsight, he was wrong to have voted
It is well documented that Kerry's brief ized, but who is best described by the ab
against the first Gulf War.
tour reinforced in him all the tenets of solute term "evil"?
And now, in hindsight, Senator the realist school of foreign policy: The
The answer, I'm afraid, is quite
Kerry tells us that the War to Topple centrality of multilateralism, the futility badly. Although John Kerry has good
Saddam, for which he voted, was the of democracy promotion in the develop intentions, it is ironically his realist
wrong war.
ing world, and a suspicion of U.S. har d mindset that is too rigidfor today's world.
A President of the United States power. His testimony before the Senate John Kerry is a man of conviction. Un
cannot wait for the luxury of hindsight. in 1971 went far beyond talk of war fortunately, his convictions are simply not
Senator Kerry seems destined to do so.
crimes; it was a blunt indictment of what suited to winning the war in Iraq.
he considered a naive, moralistic, and im
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radical Islamists, or Pan-Arab national

Can John Kerry Bring Us
Victory?
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Dying for a Mistake
BY MARCUS EHR LANDER

Opinions Editor

W

hen I watch politics, the up with some inconsistency or flip-flop
thing that often inter that Senator Kerry had said.
ests me is the argument
After a debate where Kerry clearly
the politicians can't make. Often on a came across as the stronger, more presi
big controversy, I think the real fuel be dential candidate, they knew it wasn't go
neath the flame is some underlying un ing to be easy.
speakable issue, which for some reason
Yet, after a fairly brutal first episode
neither side can bring up.
of SNL, they also knew that calling the
Of course, then there are the argu president's job "hard work" was now off
ments they just don't make. Watching the the table.
vice presidential debate on Tuesday, I
So the Rove team seized on two
thought there were plenty of those.
things. First, Kerry's global test: theysaid
For instance, I thought John that Kerry would give France a veto over
Edwards
our milishould have
tary, even
focused more
though of
So apparently, Republicans believe
on the actual
c o u r s e
that anyone who opposes the Iraq
faults of the
Kerry speadministra
cifically
war should personally find the
tion in Iraq
said
he
parents of a dead soldier and tell
rather than
would not.
the simple
them that their child died in vain.
There,
grimness of
I almost
wonder if
the situation.
I wished he had explained the vote on the Democrats are not letting it slide on pur
87 billion, and more precisely Kerry's glo pose, just to hear Bush repeatedly boldly
assert that he will never employ any glo
bal test.
I also wish he had immediately bal test before preemptively invading an
pounced on some of the information that other country (even a country with no
came out on Wednesday morning, such weapons or intent to attack us, since Bush
as the fact that he has met Dick Cheney and Cheney made clear they would do
at least three other times on camera, in Iraq all over again).
cluding on the Senate floor. And that
Second, the Republican machine
Cheney actually suggested a link between descended on Kerry's big flip-flop. Some
how inexplicably to Republicans, Kerry
Iraq and 9/11 on Meet the Press with Tim
Russert on each of Dec. 9, Sept. 8, and claimed in the debate that although Bush
Sept 14 of 2001, 2002 and 2003, respec made a huge blunder in recklessly going
into Iraq, Kerry would not say that our
tively.
These are things I think John soldiers are dying for a mistake.
You can't have it both ways, Repub
Edwards would have said, had he merely
thought of them. Considering the candi licans said. Kerry can't in one breath say
dates were not allowed to bring notes into that it was a mistake, and in the next
the debate, though, I think Edwards did breath say it was not. The attack was re
a pretty good job of pointing out the vice peated by GOP talking heads from Rudy
president's sojourns into his alternate re Giuliani on The Daily Show to Michael
Barone in the Wall Street Journal to every
ality.
At the same time, facts have little where in between.
So apparently, Republicans believe
to do with who wins a debate; at least
not since Nixon and Kennedy. But in the that anyone who opposes the Iraq war
21st century, more than ever, candidates should personally find the parents of a
debate to show off their style. Who has dead soldier and tell them that their child
better make up? Who would you rather died in vain.
That would be consistency in the
have a beer with? Who makes the better
facial expressions when the other candi eyes of Rudy Giuliani. Of course, Re
date is talking? How do the candidates publicans know exactly why Kerry
would never say that, even if the sad truth
make you feeV.
So with Vice President Cheney try is that many soldiers are dying needlessly
ing to make the case that we should be because of Bush's failed and misbegot
concerned about John Edward's readiness ten global policies.
The real irony of this line of attack,
to take on the mantle of the presidency, I
was just wishing a little that Edwards though, is that it shows just how cynical
could show a bit more candor than was Republicans are when they accuse Kerry
possible, and say, "Look, people. I may of hurting our troops overseas with his
have just entered the Senate four years ago own comments on the war.
Because the GOP clearly has no
and spent a lot of my time campaigning.
problem
with encouraging any war dis
But what's really scarier, the idea of a
senter
to
stand, up and tell our soldiers
smart but slightly under-experienced
that
they
are
dying for the sake of incom
Senator being thrust into the White
petence.
When
Kerry won't say it, they
House, or the idea of President Dick
taunt
him.
Cheney?"
Of the many disturbing tactics of
Some things you just can't say
the
machine
behind George Bush's reelec
though, and I don't fault Edwards for that
one. The more interesting situation to tion, this must surely be one of the most
me is when the one side actually knows tasteless.
exactly why the other side can't make that
underlying killer argument, and so they
Marcus Ehrlander is the Nota Bene
just tease at it over and over, knowing that
Opinions Editor. He is a 3L from Fairbanks,
their opponent's hands are tied.
This was the case after the first Alaska. He can be acontacted at
presidential debate, when the Bush team mehrlander@law.gwu.edu.
was nothing short of desperate to come

Board Editorial

Thanking the Bureaucracy
(The Issue that Almost Wasn't)

T

his issue almost didn't make requests.
While the editorial board reserves
it to press. The Administra
tion locked the editorial the right to be annoyed at everyone, in
staff out of the Nota Bene Office. Well, cluding ourselves, who interferes with the
sort of.
Nota Bene publi cation schedule and our
Several weeks ago, we requested the own frustrating lives, we are also grate
code on the office door be changed. Pre ful for everyone who helps us get the pa
dictably enough, the code was changed per out on time (more or less) every two
Friday morning, no one informed us, and weeks.
when we came to the office that night to
So, thank you Willie Lent, Week
lay out the paper, we couldn't get in.
end Facilities Manager, for tracking down
We called Fac ilities, where no one a tradesman on a three-day weekend.
spoke English. We called the University
Thank you Officer Courtney, Of
Police Department, who said they ficer Oden, and the three other officers
couldn't bypass a keypad. The general who helped us get into our office on Sat
University operator informed us she urday.
didn't have the locksmith's number, and
Thank you to the facilities crew,
he didn't work weekends anyway. And who bravely keep our office, and the Law
so on, and so on.
School, clean of trash. Thanks also to the
So, w hy are we thanking people?
secretaries in the Dean's office, who put
This week, the SBA is holding Cart up with our many requests.
Lady Appreciation Day, in Order to thank
Thank you Cheryl Amado and
her for keeping us all fed, at reasonable Andy Gonzales, who pay our bills.
prices, for more than a decade. Collec
Thank you Roseanne O'Hara, who
tively, We
truly and
gnash our
magically
"This issue almost didn't make
teeth and
keeps the
complain
Law School
it to press.... So, why are we
w
h
e
n
running.
thanking people? "
t h e r e ' s
Thanks
something
to
Mike
wrong with the system and it interferes Briggs, Daniel Diggs, and the computer
with our over-scheduled lives, but we too- support staff, who keep the computers
rarely thank people when they get it right. and Internet running.
The University Police Department
sent thre e c u t e o f i c e r s o v e r t o g e t t h e o f 

TY\ai\k yo\x SWvex CoxnxmxxvxcaXxoxYS,
who prints our paper under the odd sched-

f i c e d o o r o p e n . O n Sa t u r d a y , u n  ule and petty demands of a student-run
prompted, Facilities tracked down the newspaper.
Thanks to everyone we forget to
locksmith who had changed the code on
thank, because we know we don't do it
our door.
The floors are clean, the trash taken enough.
Thanks to you, our readers, for
out, the mail delivered, the bills paid, and
the computers and the lights are work reading, for responding, and for appreci
ing. When we go to class today, we'll be ating the hard work of our dedicated
in clean classrooms. The classes are staff.
And, of course, lest we be remiss,
scheduled in appropriate spaces and at
reasonable times, despite the large num thank you, Cart Lady!
bers of students and weird professorial
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ODDS AND ENDS

The Soft Lounge
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by Frank Lattuca
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Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
The new denim bras by Lee...
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Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
John Banzhaf will bring a class action lawsuit against you. Don't
ask me why or how, he just will.

J __

\
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Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
That soda you bought in the vending machine last week will f inally
come out on Sunday, too bad the paper comes out after that.

V

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You w ill have a blast at the two weddings you are going to this
weekend. Unfortunately, your two wives won't be as thrilled.

Quotable
"It's a lot more practical
lawyering than we do in class.
It's good practice for being in
practice."
- New Alternative Dispute Resolution board member Chris Sharp, on the
value of taking part in the yearly in-house Negotiations competition.

Farm Life

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

Across
1 Frist helper
5 Bridge term
9 Twain's Cavalaras jumper
13 Farm measure
14 Move sideways
15 Uncommon
16 Tuna
19 Barbie's beau
20 Cambodian moola
21 Dr. Suess, e.g.
22 Ardent followers
23 Bachelor girl
24 Add to the capital
27 Army sleep place
28 Indefinite number
31 Helps with dishes
32 King's name
33 Angry
34 Anvil
37 "
that hurt!"
38 Cannisters
39 Fabled person
40 Financial wizard
41 Window segment
42 Radar noises
43 Seaweed
44 Vaccine type
45 Grammy winner Krause
48 State of prosperity
49 Downs antithesis
52 DA
55 Symphony orchestra need
56 Balanced wheels
57 Orthopedic's concern
58 Mail
59 Just got by
60 Causing little distress

Down
1 D eck of cards
2 Suffer
3 Facial gesture
4 International org
5 Conifers
6 Golden calf

2

5

I •1
r

3

13

20

19

25

26

•

31
34
37

55

•
•

58

56

i
1r

7 North Pole worker
8 Orthodontist's prescription
9 Fusses
10 Skin eruption
11 Cookie
12 Paraphernalia
14 Parisian artist's subject
17 Basketball Hall of Famer
"Moose"
18 Corn leftover
22 New
23 Slippers
24 Like some committees
25 Whooping cough
26 Approximate date
27 American pioneer
28 Slipknot
29 Army unit
30 Facilitates
32 Porcelain
33 Henry Bessemer's forte
35 Be inactive, like water
36 Sandwich filler
41 Scheme
42 Wide

28

29

JU

33

32

53

12

^•21

•39

52

11

23

38

47

10

18

35

43
46

9

36

41

40

|
1
15

••

22

45

7

17

16

24

6

"

44
49

5U

31

54

•f

160

43 Inquired
44 Aahed relative
45 Fusses
46 Grease
47 Computer picture
48 Dejected
49 John Wooden's employer
50 Jokes
51 Stick around
53 Provoke
54 Regret
Quotable Quote

Farming looks mighty easy
when your plow is a
pencil, and you're a
thousand miles from the
corn field.
• • • Dwight D. Eisenhower

By GFR Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit ourweb site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
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Horoscopes

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
Having learned how to make a wicked Dirty Martini, you are f inally
ready to pass the LuLu's Bar Exam.
Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
Your stunning rebuttal as to why all drugs should be legalized in
Crim. Law class today will, sadly, be undercut by the Acid flash
back that leads you to run out of class, strip naked, climb on top
of the statue of George Washington, and scream "I sued the
Walrus!" for three hours.
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
After sitting in your underwear at the Marvin Center for over an
-lour, jus t like the interviewing partner said to, you begin to won
der if t hat FIP call back at the Fraternity House on & street was
maybe "just a put on."
Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
You will come to learn that not all p artners in big firms are sleazy
men that are only interested in "one thing"-they tend to be the
only ones that do hiring though...
Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
You will brin g new meaning to the word "Joinder" at Bar Review
this week - well, maybe not new, but let's just say it's not going to
help you on the Civ Pro final.
Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
Assault is a crime and a tort, this is true...But that knowledge
won't take the sting out of your eye. Next time you get swung at
duck, dummy!
Leo
(July 23—Aug. 22)
Your bid to have the new DC ball team named "The Washington
Lawyers" will b e shot down by Mayor Williams when he says "we
already have one team in town with a disparaging name."
Virgo
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You will b e upset when you find out that the guy that helps Cart
Lady is actually a GW Law JD that has been helping he r out for
25 years trying to pay down his Access Loans.

